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Education Tax Bill Killed
In State Senate Session
By Eric Maddy

Steve Shoup

An Albuquerque firefighter inspects the burned debris in the
trash chute of Coronado Hall Monday morning. It is the
second such type of fire for Coronado within the past week.

SANTA FE- The New Mexico
state Senate defeated a $69 million
tax bill by 28-14 vote Thursday
afternoon after a 4V2 hour discussion
which involved strategic parliamentary delays by some members who
voted for the bill.
Governor Toney Anaya said at a
press conference after the vote that
''the ballgame is not over until the
fat lady sings," and that he is "not
ready to punt on the budget issue."
But Anaya added he will let the
Senate majority come up with proposals to cut House Bill 2 (the state
budget passed by the House last
week) before acting further.
"l'JI just let them simmer in their
own stew," Anaya said. "I'm tired
of taking it on the chin. They forced
the issue. Let someone else come up
with the answers."
The proposal reached the floor after Sen. Jimmy Rogers, R-Dona
Ana, moved to bypass the Senate
Finance Committee and bring the
bill to a vote by the full Senate. A
coalition of Republicans and conservative Democrats continually defeated moves to table the bill, adjourn the session and amend the bill

to eliminate certain provisions.
"The action by the Senate today
was one of the most callous acts of
political hypocrisy I've ever seen,"
said Anaya. "It was not a defeat just
for the executive branch, but for the
people of New Mexico."

can't force something down their
throats.''
But the state Republican Chairman Ed Lujan called the vote "a
victory of sorts," and claimed that
Anaya's talk of cutbacks is not accu·
rate.
"We're not cutting back. The
Anaya said the negative vote was Legislative Finance Committee
a "crippling blow," especially for budget (which also calls for no tax
education which makes up about 70 increase) has a 5 percent expanpercent of the state budget. "If sion," said Lujan. "The governor
somebody called me and asked me if didn't make a good enough case for a
I wanted to raise taxes, I'd answer tax increase. It's that pure and
no. Nobody wants to raise taxes," simple.''
Anaya said.
Lujan said that the LFC recomcn"But if I was asked ifl wanted to
dations
''arc a logical place to start"
raise taxes to help my kids get a
in
attempting
to trim the state budget
better education, the answer is yes."
which exceeds projected revenues
Anaya added that several special by $69 million. "They (the House)
projects could be jeopardized by the started backwards because they pas·
sed the budget first and then the tax
Senate action.
The governor said he's consider- bill to fund it," Lujan said. "Now
ing several options of counterattack, they have to go back and look at the
including taking his case to the spending bills.
"The tax bill is dead. It was not a
people.
"If they are going to go back to compromise tax vote. It was an antitheir districts and portray them- tax vote."
Lujan said that a state-wide target
selves as the saviours of New Mexico to get themselves reelected, mailing of 15,000 letters, including
them let them come back with the a card to be sent to Anaya and House
alternative to cutbacks in services Speaker Ray Sanchez proposing a
that need be made," said Anaya. "I
continued on page 5

Small Fire, Big Smoke Causes Dorm Evacuation; Week's Third
By Steve Shoup
The third dormitory fire in one
week resulted in an evacuation of
Coronado Hall Monday morning.
No injuries were reported.
As with the other fires last week in
Coronado and Hokona Halls, Mon-

day's fire scorched the inside of a
trash disposal chute in the dorm.
Albuquerque fire department District Chief David Torres said trash
had spilled out of the chute into a
space between basement walls and
continued to smolder after flames in
the chute )Vcre extinguished. Fire-

fighters had to hack through a metal
panel to put out the remaining fire.
Kyle Thornton, Coronado's head
desk attendant, said the fire was reported at about 10:30 a.m. and the
hall was evacuated soon after.
Smoke was so dense in parts of the
hall that visibility was reduced to

almost zero, he said.
Randy Boeglin, associate dean of
students and housing, said it is not
yet known whether the fire was
accidental or deliberately set. He
added the chutes will be corrected to
prevent trash spillage.
Boeglin urged dorm residents to

be careful when disposing combustabies and to report pranksters who
may dabble in arson.
A Coronado trash-room fire on
Jan. 30 was extinguished before
firefighters arrived. A fire Thursday
night in a Hokona trash chute also
resulted in that hall's evacuation.

Cancer Patients May Resort to Black Market for Pot
By Ramona Nye
University and Albuquerque cancer patients receiving marijuana to
reduce nausea caused by chemotherapy may not be able to acquire the
drug legally through a state-funded
program after June.
Patients will be forced to get marijuana on the streets or go without the
drug once the program's funds cease
in June, said Katy Brazis, research
nurse for the Lynn Pierson Therapeutic Research and Treatment
Program.
The Lynn Pierson Therapeutic
Research and Treatment Program
began in 1978 when New Mexico
passed legislation legalizing marijuana use in research for cancer patients.
Pierson was a New Mexico cancer
patient who publicly used marijuana
in 197'7 to dramatized the medicinal
need some cancer patients, such as
himself, have for the drug when
combating severe nausea.
The $50,000 per year program
has been funded by the state Health
and Environment Department.
Although HED is asking for an $8
million increase for a total fiscal
year 1984-85 budget of$142.3 million, the agency deleted the cancer
treatment allocation.
HED spokesman Arturo Sandoval
said that if the program cannot find
another source of funds, HED would
take a "hard look" at ways to fi·
nance at least part of the project.

House Bill2 includes an $25,000
appropriation for the program, and
will be reviewed by the Senate this
week.
Chemotherapy involves injecting
cancer-killing chemicals into a patient, which stimulate an area of the
brain called the chemoreceptor trigger zone. This zone sets off vomiting when it detects poisonous or
theraputic chemicals in the body
such as those used in chemotherapy.
In addition to the chemoreceptor
trigger zone, areas of. the stomach
are also sensitive to chemotherapy
and can cause the stomach to expell
all its contents, said Dr. Dan Dansak, chief program investigator and
University of New Mexico assistant
professor of psychiatry .
"Essentially the body sees these
things as poisons," he said, "and
the body reacts the way a hand
would when placed dose to fire.
Like a hand triggered to draw away
from fire - the body tries to get rid
of the poisons."
But not all chemotherapy patients
become nauseated when receiving
treatment, Brazis said.
.
Various drugs prevent cancer pa·
tients from vomiting, and thus moti·
vate them to continue life-sustaining
chemotherapy. Dansak said about
half of the patients receiving chemotherapy survive.
But not all of the drugs are effective on some patients. Patients who
do not respond to the traditional

continuiHI on page 5

•••
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This is what legal marijuana looks like; it comes in pill form or in the familia; cigarette
packaging. Since the "joints" aren't twisted closed, they tend to leak.
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Wire Report
Bl\lRIIT,
Thou~und~

Ld,anon ut Mo;lt,lll rcbd;

stormed into the heart of the t·apital
Monday, scizinp. lurge portions ot
west Beirut and overrunning anny
postions adjacent to the U.S. Marine
base. \f.S. lim:e~ retaliated with
nav;1l and atr fire.
Three Marincs were reported
wounded in the widest and most in·
tcmc fighting in the capital since the
l<J7),76 civil wnr. The renewed
fighting came less than a day after
the resignation of Prime Minister
Chcfik Wau.an, a Moslem, and hi.~
( 'ahinet.
Prc.'>idt•nt Reagan. declaring dur··
tng a visit to Dixon, Ill., that U.S.
suppurl for Gcmayel was "firm anti
unwavering." blamed Syria for (!JC
new outbreak of violence and culled
on the government "to cease thb
<tctivity."
A Marine spokesman said the
Amcrkan base ;It Beirut Airport was
surrounded by hostile IIJrccs and an
adjat·cnt Lcbanc~c <tnny position
had been ;cizcd by Moslems on a
day of battles that left much of west
Beirut iu rebel t•ontrol.

thctlay. promptmg ll.S. air and naval strikes a)!.ainst J>ru1c Moslem
positions 111 Shoucfat. ncur the
M;1rinc base on the city'.\ southern
outskirts.
Two other Marines were reported
wounded at the U.S. Embassy.
A ship from the U.S. 6th Fleet
fired a 5-inclt gun and an A·6E hornher from the ain:rart carrier USS
John F. Kennedy staged a bombing
run in the retaliatory strikes, the
Pentagon and militury sources in
Washington said.
It wa~ the first usc nf U.S. air
power since a Dec. 4 raid against
Syrian targets in which a plune was
shot down anti a pilot killed.
In ;111 ciTmt to end the fighting,
Gemayel met with U.S. Ambassador Reginald Bartholomew anti
French Ambassador Ferdinand
Wihcau at the presidential palace,
which was among the targets of the
barrages, state-run Beirut Radio
said.

Hospitals reported at least 18 pco·
pie killed and 35 wounded since
Shiite Moslem militiamen broke out
One Marine was wounded in an of their south Bcimt suburbs and
attack on the airport base earlier in seized heavily populated areas of the

Mayhem Revisited
NEW YORK - To millions of Beatles fans the image is as clear as
if it were yesterday, but it was 20 years ago today that four moptopped
singers, stepped off a Pan Am jet at Kennedy Airport, wearing trim
suits, ties and wide grins -and walked into history.
''The air was ••. electrified, Nobody knew what to expect and I
don't think ;my of us realized the amount of mayhem that was to
follow," New York deejay Bruce "Cousin Brucie" Morrow recalled.
!twas Feb. 7, 1964, the day the rock 'n' rollers whose musical shots
were heard round the world first landed in the United States.
George Harrison, 20, carried a small flight bag. Paul McCartney,
21, stood side by side with John Lennon, 23. Ringo Starr, 23, wearing
a bulky scarf around his neck, was last off the ramp.
Ten thous1md screaming fans and 200 members of the media turned
out to greet them at the airport.
The nation's passionate reaction to the group was based on more
than their immense talent, Morrow said.
"The stage was set: The (Vietnam) war, the Kennedy tragedy. We
were broken up as a nation. The Beatles made us smile again."
By the time the band broke up In 1969, the Beatles had a n!Cord 21)
American No. 1 hits. Their "Sergeant Pepper's Lonely ~{carts Clllb
B~" was voted the best rock. album in history by inlernll~

cntu:s.
"It was 20ycars ago today. Sergeant Pepper taught lbebandto ~Y.
They'\'e been going in and out of style. Butthey'.re guu-..teed to raia
a smile," the Beatlcs sang.
To the~ fans, the beatles IIC\'et went out of' style.

By Eric Keszler

Scientists Issue Alert

predominantly Mmlcm wcst~m sec·
lion or the capital.

VANCOUVER, Wa.'>h. Edgy scientists canceled all trip.~
to the gaping crater of Mount St.
Helens Monday, fearing a potentially explosive eruption that
could scatter ash and rocks for
miles,
"We've recognized an increase in activity. The public and
emergency agencies have been
notified. Now it's awaiting game
for the volcano to do its thing,"
said U.S. Geological Survey scientist Steve Brantley.
A flurry of earthquakes rumbled beneath the crater on
Sunday.
An explosion probably would
not pose hazards to nearby communities and would be nowhere
ncar the magnitude of a 1980
blast that tore off the mountain's
peak and left 57 people dead or
missing. scientists said.
USGS crews planned to

At least 16H people have been kil·
led and 596 wounded in five days of
fierce fighting in Beirut.
Witnesses said two U.S. Marines
were wounded in firefights outside
the U.S. Embassy offices in west
Beirut. A third Marine was wounded
at the U.S. base at the international
airport, where the Americans were
on their highest state of alert, a
Marine spokesman said.
Terrified civilians ran for shelters, clearing the streets within minutes of the arrival of gumncn, who
fired in the air as they raced through
the streets in cars.
The radio claimed 9,000 of the
Lebanese army's 35,000 soldiers
had put down their arms. The army
rank-and-flle is 60 percent Moslem,
although key commands arc held by
Christians.

observe the mountain from five
miles away at Harry's Ridge,
named after resort operator Harry
Tmman, who died in the 1980
eruption that tore the top third off
the mountain.
The USGS scheduled observation flights near the crater rim,
weather permitting. Flight crews
keep in touch with earthquake
monitors to give them plenty of
time to escape the area if an eruption is imminent.
After earthquakes increased
and the dome began to expand
rapidly, scientists issued an emption alert late Sunday, saying an
explosive eruption was likely by
late Tuesday night and possibly
by Monday night.

Alexandria King

Toe-tapping blue grass music was provided by the "Rodeo Rounders" at Monday's noontime
concert, sponsored by the ASUNMIPEC committee.

Analyst Bob Norris said a
further seismic buildup is likely
before any explosion, but that
was not certain.

By Joe Dimas

~Palapa'

Satellite Goes Astray;
Spacewalk Jetpacks Readied
Palapa out orthe shuttle's cargo bay.
The astronauts reported the deployment seemed normal.
The astronauts filmed the rocket
firing for ground crews. Brand reported it looked good' 'as ncar as we
could tell," although the crew could
not see the entire 86-second burst.
The Palapa deployment had been
delayed for two days while tracking
stations searched for Wcstar 6. But
Indonesian officials said the first reports from Wcstar made them confi·
dent their satellite would succeed.
After the satellite was launched
the astronauts were free to concentrate on preparations for today's
five-hour test of the $10 million jet·
packs.

Classified Ads
in the Lobo
get results!

"We're here to defend faculty
rights as they relate to due process,''
said Jane Slaughter, University of
New Mexico assistant history professor of her work with the academic
freedom and tenure committee.
I

''

The 13-member committee in·
sures that proper procedures arc followed as they affect the 1,000 faculty members at UNM. Faculty who
feel they've been treated unfairly by
the tenure process come before the
committee.
"We want to make sure that the
administration abides by the ptoce-

durcs which have been published in
the (faculty) handbook,'' said Linda
Estes, committee member and UNM
women's athletic director.
UNM awards tenure based on
three categories measured over six
years of teaching. Faculty performance is measured by scholarship and
research, teaching and service.
Slaughter said similar to the trend
at other universities across the nation, teaching standards have been
tightened at UNM.
"There's no question that this has
happened and it resulted in a new
kind of contract being created at the
University of New Mexico," she

r.:

A department request to offer a
biochemistry undergraduate major
said.
has been approved by the Arts and
Called a Code-3 contract, the Sciences curriculum committee and
changes require three years of faces approval at the Arts and Scienteaching, a review for a potential ces College faculty meeting on
second term of another three years, Monday.
and eventual tenure consideration.
More than 200 univen;ities have
The difficulty of obtaining tenure, already added the option of an
felt especially by younger faculty undergraduate major in biochemisapplicants at many of the nation's try, said biochemistry department
colleges, has also been a factor at chairman Robert Loftfield.
"There's a substantial number of
UNM, Slaughter said.
good high school students who
"I think that it's true that the uni· aren't coming here because we don't
versity has probably lost some quali- offer it," Loftficld said. "We've
ty faculty due to the tenure system. got all the courses in place and the
Many have left and gone on to other content worked out. What we need
fields rather than face six years of now is an actual biochemistry degree."
wondering," she said.
The establishment of the major
would not require any additional
funds, professors or purchase of library materials. The biochcmisfry de·
partment has eight faculty members.
Relevant courses have already been
que Center for Attitudinal Healing, renumbered and somewhat restrucG & C Brown Budget Plants, Don·
tured to accommodate the degree.
rcy Outdoor Advertising, French
Presently, UNM students may en·
Mortuary. Graphictype, Heights roll in a variety of biochemistry clasGeneral Hospital, New Mexico ses but cannot complete a degree in
Health & Environment, New Mex:- the field. If the major is approved,
ico Health Resources Inc., Safeway students will be able to take the same
Stores Inc., Zamora Antiques & courses, along with other science
Collectibles, and St. Joseph's Hos- and math courses, and receive either
pital.
a bachelor of science or bachelor of
arts
degree in biochemistry.
For more information write Well·
Loftfield
said improved high
ness, New Mexico at P.O. Box
school
science
instroction and more
4485,Albuqucrque, 87196, or call
comprehensive
college instruction
President Ann Starks at 277-3510.
in chemistry and biology have made

Kubler-Ross To Discuss Health
''Wellness- Everything to
Help Yourself'' will be discussed at
a conference on the University of
New Mexico campus Feb. 18.
Ten workshops on health topics
will be held all day, and Elisabeth
Kubler-Ross, M.D., will ~peak at 7
p.m. in Popejoy Hall.

Workshops will include topics on
the development of a personal fit·
ness plan, a runner's workshop, how
to eat well and set up a wellness
kitchen, stress and relaxation, self·
worth and self-love, massage thcr·
apy, world religion, attitudinal healing, and sexual wellness.
-~

Dr. Kubler·Ross will discuss
"Life, Death and Transition." The
world-renowned author, lecturer
and researcher also will include discussion with terminally ill cancer
patients.

Sponsoring the all-day conference is the non-profit Wellness,
New Mexico Association. Cosponsors include the American Cancer Society, American Lung Association of New Mexico, Albuquer-

ASUNM DUPLICATING CENTER

~•

Two Night. Only/
In AlbUqu.,qu• It S.nt• F•
1.110

SLIDES,

YES! THE NEW MEXICO PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP
is holding a Student Involvement Meeting with
Guest Speaker: Steven G•llegos City Councilman

WEDNESDAY· FEBRUARY 8th· 7PM ·SUB : Rm. 231 E
Publications & Information Includes:
•
•
•
•
•

A Women's Guide To The Workplace
Consumer Surveys
Legislative Action
Voter Registration
Landlord-Tenant Hotline

PICTURES,
ALMOST ANYTHING
OPEN
MONDAY· FRIDAY
8AM·9PM
SATURDAY IOAM·4PM

277·5031

EXPAND YO()R HORIZONS
AND YO()R TRANSCRIPT!
If you will be a sophomore or a junior

next year and are a New Mexico resident, the 56 colleges and universities
of the National Student Exchange pro•
gram offer you the opportunity to attend school out of state and pay Instate tuition, allowing you an inexpen·
sive way to live and study in a different
part of the U.S.

&. TRANSFEF~S

ROM BOOKS,

The Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico Popular
Entertainment Committee ha~ donated $2,000 from its last event to the
ASUNM Tutorial Center. The donation was made by PEC Chairmar.
Frank Parks to help reduce
ASUNM's $100,000 deficit. The
money was made from the Chinc;c
Magic Cin:us show Jan. 30.
Parks said ASUNM pn:sidc11t
Dan Serrano u~cd ~ome PEC profits
to lessen ASUNM 's deficit by
donating money to ~omc of the ~cpa
rate entities within AS\ INM. PEC's
past $4H,UOO deficit i~ induded in
the overall ASUNM deficit.
Protits trom recent PEC events
have been due to a "mmkratc und
realistic approach" in the scheduling: of events, Parks said. PEC is
trying to bring smaller and more di-

By Amy Miller

Group Insures Faculty Rights

Vance Brand, Robert "Hoot" Gib·
son, Bruce McCandless, Robert Stc·
wart and Ronald McNair had not
been told yet of the latest failure on
their problem•plagued mission.
The astronauts turned in early to
get ready for today's spacewalk
spectacular.
The Palapa and Westar satellites
were insured for up to $100 million
each, project officials said.
Besides the two satellite failures,
the astronauts also had to cancel a
rendezvous maneuver to practice for
an April satellite repair mission because their 6 1/2 foot target balloon
burst.
Glynn Lunney, the shuttle program manager, said NASA would
participate in the postmortem to try
to determine what happened to the
rocket motors.
He said it was too early to tell
whether the failures would affect future satellite launches using the
payload assist modules.
The rockets have been used successfully in the past four launches of
satellites on shuttle missions.
Springs popped the 9,625-pound

movie

~U'-J·-

teaturlng
Led Zeppelin
Rolling Stones
Jlml Hendrix
Meet Lost
Lynard Skynard Rod Stewart
Pink Floyd
Plu• • .,.clo/ trlbulo to

TIHI _ , . , •nd John Lennon

Wed It ThUr FEB. 8 &o 9
7:30 &o 9:45 each night
Far North Cinema, Albuquerque
821-6769
Frl & Sat Feb 10 & 11
midnight each night
City Lights Theatre, Santa Fe
982·9170

Sound like a good deal'? It is! For details
contact Suzanne Hart, Assistant Oirector of Admissions Scholes Hall, Room
109, 277-5829.

DEADUNE FOR APPUCATIONS
IS FEBRUARY 29.
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LEARN HOW TO PLAY AN ACTIVE ROLE IN SOCIETY!
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verne shows to Albuquerque, such
as the Chinese Magic Circus, he
said.
Parks said PEC"s gnal i~ to "stabilize and not lose money." He said
he believes that appealing to diffl'rcnt tastes in society will make PEC
a solid and stable organiz.ation.
"Students should not be involwd
in the fimmcial risk of putting on ;1
big show." Parks said the svstem
u~cd to allow PEC to opcmte on a
deficit. "but nnw we lHlVt' a
budget." He explained lh;tt !'[~('
works on a month-to-month basis hv
investing the ll1lli1Cy madt• from oni.•
show in future shnws. PEC ha~
$7 .5UO to spend on upcoming
events.

Parks suid it will takt• about five
years for PEC' to gcncmlc enough
capital to bring in some big shows.
The next PEC pmduction will fea·
lure Gil Scott Heron on Feb. 13.

a biochemistry degree feasible. He
said the biochemistry field has expanded due to the increasing impact
of chemistry and physics on
biology.
If the degree was offered at UNM,
Loftfield speculated that five to 10
students would choose biochemi&try
as their major each year, However,
other schools that have added the
degree have increased their enrollment each year. UNM's biochemistry department ran a Dail\· Lobo
advertisement in February 1983 and
has received at least 56 undergraduate inquiries since then.
Loftfield stressed that if approved
the biochemistry major will be in the
tradition of all Arts and Sciences
majors. About half of each year's
work would be in physical and
biological sciences and the remainder of the work would fulfill the Arts
and Sciences group requirements.
Although a biochemistry major
would not be an actual careeroriented degree, Loftfield said there
are several options available for students who choose it as a major. At
other schools about half of all
biochemistry majors go on to medical school while others enter graduate
school in fields such as biochemistry, molecular biology, microbiology, chemistry or nutritional science,
Final approval for the major must
come from the UNM Board of Regents after the request goes through
several more channels,
Any students interested in a
biochemistry major can contact
Loftfield at 277-3333 or 277-2361.

Flowers • Candy • Balloons • Flowers • Ca o
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Treat your Valentine io the unusual this Valentine's Day. Come into your Lobo florist, All Flower
Occasions, and dazzle your Valentine with an extraordinary array of florals, candies and balloons.

~

Come see us soon to insure
your Valentine selection!

j

Happy Valentine's Day Lobos!
Thank you for your continued support,
·The All Flower Occasions Staff.
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New Major Possible

Lost in Space

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.The Indonesian satellite launched
by Challenger Monday apparently
sputtered into a useless orbit, the
second $75 million relay station to
go astray on the current shuttle mission, project officials said.
Tracking stations found the Palapa six hours after It had been lost in
an orbit almost identical to the one
taken last week by the Wcstar 6
satellite, said Richard Brandes, a
vice president for Hughes Aircraft
Co., the manufacturer of both sateI·
lites.
Brandes said the Palapa apparent•
ly suffered the same problem with its
on-board rocket motor blamed for
the failure of Westar.
The rocket motor, called a
payload assist module, is built by
McDonnell Douglas Corp.
Officials say that on both sate!·
lites, the rockets flamed out early
apparently because of a nozzle
problem.
The rocket motors were supposed
to start the satellites climbing toward
an orbit 22,300 miles high.
Mission control said astronauts

N,·w

PEC Donates Profits
To Reduce Red Ink

by United Press International

Rebels Rush West Beirut
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A little harder to find but worth it.
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--Letters-Children Must Know God
Editor:
In response to the Feb. 1 editorial, "Freedom is for Everyone":
Because there is an implied
separation of church and state in
our nation there are those who
want to deny Americans the right
to express their faith openly in
public places, such as our institutions of learning.
The First Amendment to the
Constitution clearly states, "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion
or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof." We as Americans have
freedom of religion; this does

not mean freedom from religion
or suppression of it.
In Hosea 4:6 God says, "Because you have rejected knowledge, I also reject you as my
priests; because you have
ignored the law of your God, I
also will ignore your children.''
Because many consider it unim·
portant to know about God, our
children will be hurt. I cannot
speak for the countless others
who feel this is a violation oftheir
rights, but I know I will not let
other people's opinions take
away my freedom to worship
Jesus Christ.

Daily Lobo
Vol. 88
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Reagan Gracious, Ignorant, Stubborn'
And Still Likely To Win Another Term
I

The White House is now so intensely the focus of politics and
government that no network or
newspaper dare ignore it. Yet
millions of us make it through
many a day without worrying
whatthe man in the Oval Office is
doing or saying. Which, in my
view, is a healthy sign. It punctures the grandiosity implied in
such terms as "Eisenhower era"
and "Reagan revolution."
More than most recent presidents, Reagan reveals the flaws
and virtues of our absurd presidentialotry.
One European commentator
has observed that the other leaders of the Alliance- Thatcher,
Kohl, Mitterrand, et al.- view
Ronald Reagan as "gracious,
ignorant and stubborn." That
trio of adjectives seems to me
about right.
Begin with the graciousness.
Reagan has an instinct for the
handsome, generous gesture. A
striking example was his deft
handling of the potentially irksome Jesse Jackson coup in
Damascus, which led to the release of Lt. Robert Goodman.

ly would have been. Instead,
Reagan embraced Jackson's
success as if the venture had
been his idea, and the result a
present for him. His good nature
goes far; a president should be
magnanimous.
But, oh dear, the ignorance!
The president came to government from acting. He is good at
it; he knows a lot about it. He
knows little of government, except that a little of it goes a long
way. Americans affect not to
concede to politics the dignity of
a profession, and so there is no
apprentice system for presidents. Ronald Reagan came to
the presidency as unburdened
by its professional lore as any
man in American history. He
glides contentedly over the surface of events and issues, serene
in his reliance on intuitive judgment and rhetorical talent.

Politics
in

Profile
By Edwin M. Yoder Jr.

But that seems to mean little
or nothing to the president, This
is the kind of information that
matters to experts, but not to
him. His knowledge begins with
a moral principle, and if it is not
an established fact of science
that fetuses feel pain, by George
it should bel So he plucks a dubious fact from his store of demiknowledge.
Finally, Ronald Reagan is indeed stubborn. His political tactics are flexible. But flexible tactics do not blur his fundamental
views. Running the biggest deficits in American history does
not shake his faith in balanced
budgets, and he probably would
reject the suggestion that it
should.
When media illusion is all, and
campaign positions are discarded as casually as yesterday's
wardrobe, Reagan's homely
ideological attire never much
varies. Some of his views are
narrow, others unexamined, but
he is at ease with them. And they
seem to be remarkably attuned
to the unarticulated longings of
the American people who, like
Reagan, are idealists in theory
but pragmatists in practice. He
has a good nose for the main
routes on the map. His refusal to
bend easily often makes his critics seem oddly, unattractively
strident, fluttering about him like
so many chirruping crickets.
If who is president matters and obviously it does, ~t least
when war and peace hang in th,e
balance - I guess Ronald
Reagan's bid for re-election matters. Someday, historians may
even award him his own "era."
Butthatthis nice, eupeptic, uninstructed, rather dogmatic gentle·
man should now be a huge success in the presidency is, to me at
least, still a mystery•
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infmmation is avnihible nt 2~.5·9651.
Pmhlrntlal SrhoiMn Club v.-ilt hold an important
mecting nt 6:30 p.m. m the Honor$ t'enttr. More
infonnatu.m is available D1271·lS69.

Lyle Talbot
Agency
150 I San Pc1lro N, E.
AlburJucrrtuc, N.!\1, 266-5661

Scholarship Achievement
Recipient for January
Scott Caraway

The warm weather might make skiers unhappy but most seem to enjoy the spring-like
weather. The National Weather Bureau is calling for a high near 60 degrees today with light
variable winds.

Reagan Budget To Fund SIPI
By Steve Shoup
Funding for the Southwest Indian
Polytechnic Institute, once
threatened with extinction, has been
made part of President Reagan's
budget request for fiscal I 984-85.
Chip Calamaio, SIP! spokesman,
said the institute is budgeted for $2.4
million in the executive funding request. Funding for the school was
set at $2.5 million for fisca\1983-84
by Congress last year.

The 603 sludents enrolled at the
school is the highest number ever for
a spring session, Calamaio said. The
dom1itorics on the SIPI campus are
filled above their 512 person
capacity.
In 1981, efforts were made by the
federal government to close SIPJ because of low enrollment and the low
placement rates of graduates, Calamaio said. Members of the New
Mexico Congressional delegation,
Indian leaders and students were important in fighting the closure, he

Patients----continued .from page 1
nausea combating drugs resort to
marijuana, medically known as tet·
rahydrocannabinol (THC).
The program is currently treating
about lO patients around the state,
including five at the UNM hospital.
About 35 to 60 people are treated per
year.
Patients using THC range in ages
from l2to 78 years, Brazissaid. The
program has treated many students,
but they usually quit school because
of their cancer, she said.
Dansak said two drugs similar to
marijuana are being investigated
which may not contain marijuana's
side effects.

THC's structure needs to be
aliercd in some way, Dansak said.
THC has mental and medical
effccls. Researchers believe the
effects can be separated because
many patients don't undergo THC's
mental effects but experience its
medicinal benefits.
Dansak said some patients worry
about having hallucinations with
high doses of marijuana. But those
reactions happen with drugs already
on the market such as Valium, he
said.
"Everybody thinks that the drug
screws up your brain, but we find
most people just go to sleep."
The average treatment lasts about
4Vz months, Brazis said.

said.
Enrollment has increased by 47
percent since 1980, Calamaio said.
Fifty percent of the students arc from
the Navajo tribe and 20 percent
come from several different pueblos. The remaining 30 percent are
from about 80 different tribes in 36
states, he said.
The school is the only one or its
kind in the nation, Calamaio said.
Courses at SIPI include data processing, drafting, surveying, optical
technology, electronics, offset
printing, marketing, accounting,
food preparation and clerical skills.

KRIS VASKO
Kris is a gruduating senior in communicathe disorders. Her grndc
point average is 3.4. She hopes to uttend gmduate school following
completion of her undergraduate deg•·ee. Kris' hobbies include do\\nhill skiing, cooking and Bible Studies. She is currently the president
of UNM's chapter of Golden Key, actively involved with developing
new ideas for the organization (ami doing a great job!).
The Lyle Talbot Agency is
also a proud sponsor of the
Presidentiaf Scholarship program.
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tax increase, may have had some
affect. "If you look at the vote, .it
became a bipartisan issue," Lujan
said. "Both parties feel strongly about a badly needed salary increase
for teachers."
The LFC recoiUillendations call
fora 5 percent pay increase for state,
public and higher education employees.
Lujan said that tuition levels set at
15 percent increase in the Lf'C docket would be too high and that a 7 to 8
percent increase "would be logical." He added that he knows of no
movement to push House Bill 2 to
the floor "but if a compromise on
certain issues can't be reached it
may be necessary."
A Senate substitute for House Bill
2 was being printed late Monday
night and House leaders have
threatened not to act on any Senate
legislation until the tax and budget

issues arc resolved in the upper
house.
In other legislative action Monday, three higher education bills
were approved by the House
Appropriations and Finance Committee.
An $180,000 appropriation
would be made to create a scholarship program for minority engineering students ifHouseDilll16,
sponsored by Albuquerque Democrat Henry Saavedra, is approved.
The bill was amended in committee
to include women with Hispanics,
blacks and Native Americans among
those eligible for scholarships.
A bill that would create graduate
fellowships for minority students
also passed the HAFC. House Bill
117, sponsored by Rep. Judy Pratt,
D·Bcrnalillo, would appropriate
$420,000 for graduate Fellowships
in every professional field except
medicine.
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I:;('onomles Studt'nt Council Y~ill meet nt 4 p.m. 1n
Room ~30 of _the economii.'$So.;iolosy hu1lding. AU

----Commentary----

Some appalling gaps are thus
hidden. Typically, he blandly
says in a speech that, "Doctors
confirm that when the lives of the
unborn are snuffed out (by abortion), they often feel ... pain that
is long and agonizing." No less
The Syrians clearly meant it, in than the American College of Obpart, as a slap at the president. stetricians and Gynecologists,
He might have been disdainful, 24,000 strong, the cream of a
distant or pouty; some chief ex- medical specialty, is "unaware"
Rachel Marie Bryant . ecutives of recent memory sure- of this gruesome fact.

NfW MEXICo----~-~-------

lnf\\nnation 1s n'ruilahlcnl ~66-02.11

S11nctuary Group will bold a t;los~M mec:ling for
akohollcs only nt noon Tuesdays 11nd Thursdny5 At
the Newmun (enter. More infornultion is available at
247·1094.

WASHINGTON- Now that
Ronald Reagan is officially seeking anotherterrn, and may win it,
I shall confess a small secret. In
election years, I find myself pretending to be more interested in
who is elected president than I
actually am. If this closet holds
others, it may explain why voter
turnouts continually belie the
ginned-up excitement of media
politics.

Dr Janie~ Sue ~m "Wb11t h u Wmld
Vu:·w," 111 11:30 1' tn in NM l'nhln Ro{l012JI P. F
und "Truth. hn Chris! a.nd hu the l'hur~o:h," ut.,
p.no m the Ldu~atlllll Uullding Rmun 104. MtHC

wom~n mterc!iteU i~ Joining a &en-1~.-c fraternity tCI a
m~:eung ~~ 7 p.m: tn NM Uni\m Room on_ M~1re
mformauon•s A'i!H\uble at 243-8315,
'

c:conomKs lnUJOr,Ji. and minors arc urge-d to Bltt'nd..
More mf•,mmtion ts a'faila\11~: at 2i?-5l04

By Mark Duran
House Bill 2 was effectively cut down Monday when the Senate
killed HB 90 and HB 175, which would have provided $60 million in tax
mvenues for the financing of the complete HB 2 package. The House
Appropriations and Finance Committee had already sliced faculty
salary increases by 6 percentage points from Gov. Anaya's 16 percent
recommendation. The recent Senate action may leave the faculty
with the possibility of a mere 5 percent salary increase for academic
year 1984-85.
Education strategists have learned a big lesson thus far in the
session. They risked big and in relative terms received very little.
The plan was good: big increases for deserving teachers which
would lead to better faculty which in turn would result in that pot at
the end of the rainbow: quality education. If you hadn't read back
sections oft he newspaper you would have thought this was a special
session solely on education. Gov. Anaya travelled around the state in
what looked like a major campaign swing to sell this "session for
education.
But executives, lobbyists and teachers lacked a good working relationship with lawmakers and did not know how the Legislature works.
From the governor to faculty senate organizations to individual
teachers, a solid block of support and an effective communication link
was never established with legislators. With regard to the governor, I
think he had serious problems with legislators before the session
even began. I wonder if the Faculty Senate ever had a good working
relationship with legislators. I wonder how many of its members have
made a trip up to Santa Fe this session.
Besides lacking communication with legislators, strategists had a
misconception of how the Legislature works. With so many active and
influential groups lobbying, they can't expect legislators to concentrate on one particular group in any given year.
What if this year had turned out to be a "session for education";
does that mean next year lawmakers will concentrate on labor, then
state employees and so on? Would we enter a 15-year rotational cycle
that called for an education session every 15th year? What happens
next year when we have the same problems but the session doesn't
have the same title?
If I were going to put all my efforts toward a salary increase, I would
make sure it was something like a "locked-in" percentage increase
formula consistent from year toyear.lf not, I would take what I could
get and analyze next year's legislative session a bit more carefully.
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Gymnastic Teams Victorious
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By Pat Armijo
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Alexandria King

The New Mexico Union Gallery held a reception for winners of the watercolor competition
Monday. Seen here is the second place winner Ching J. Shyu, third place winner Jeri Hanna,
and honerable mention winner Mary Rose.

''Atomic Veterans" Topic of Art Show
A series of portraits and interviews by photographer Jim Lerager
titled "The Shadow of Death: Military Personnel and the American
Nuclear Weapons Testing Program" will open Wednesday and be
displayed through March 10 at the

Center of Contemporary Arts' Film!
Gallery in Santa Fe.
This exhibit consists of a series of
portraits and interviews with some
of the estimated '250,000 "Atomic
Veterans" -men who were ex·
posed to testing of nuclear weapons
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The text which accompanies each
victim's portrait gives a glimps~ of
the disillusionment, fear, anx1ety
and pain each lives with. The photographs, taken in the subjects'
homes, offer a touching human
counterpoint to the narration and
give names and faces to this tragedy.
They and their families have had
to bear the emotional and financial
cost as, to date, they have been ruled
ineligible for compensation or veterans benefits based on exposure to
radiation. Compensation has been
made to civilian populations in the
Pacific, but not to possible civilian
or military victims in the United
States.

.:·

..

while serving in the American military - and their families or their
survivors. There were more than
200 American atmospheric nuclear
weapons tests in Nevada and tl1e
Pacific between 1945 and 1962.

One reviewer called the photographers and narrations ''potent
stuff" as Leragcr focuses the viewer's attention on the tangible effects
of an "invisible killer."
Jim Lerager is a professional
photographer living and working in
Berkeley, Calf. He has had previous
one-person exhibits at the Lowi
Museum of Anthropology, Berkeley; the Bancroft Gallery, Berkeley:
The Hoover Institute, Stanford University; and the Joseph Dee Museum
of Photography in San Francisco.
He came to this subject through
meeting doctors Susan Lambert arid
Hank Vyner of the Radiation Re·
search Institute in Berkeley, who are
studying the physcial and psycholo·
gical problems of atomic veterans
and their survivors.

. "

around by one point.
Arnot said he would still like to
increase the difficulty of his routines
in order to consistently score in the
9. 9 range in all events.
Hughes won the vault despite performing with a bandaged hand and a
large scar under one eye. Hughes
suffered the injuries in an auto accident last week.
Tracy Kwiatkoi's 9.45 in the uneven bars led the Lobos to a 44.9542.9 win in that event.
Gonzales won the floor excercises
for the Lobos and her 36.65 in the
aU-around was good enough for
second place. Kwiatkowski's won
the all-around with a 36,70 score.
Rusty Mitchell, UNM's men's
gymnastic coach, was pleased with
the overall team score of '277 .5 and
said the team could pick up another
point if Blake Hughes could have
competed in the rings and floor.
Mitchell said the team has the
potential to score in the 280 range by
the end of the season.
Houston Baptist coach Hutch
Dvorak said he was happy with his
team's performance and said their
overall score of 266.05 was the best
showing of the year for his team.
"We could have scored even
higher if Sweeney had come through
for us," said Dvorak of Houston
Baptist's All-American Sweeney
who had an off night.
The men's team will travel to Los

New Mexico gymnast Matt Arnot
led the lOth-ranked New Mexico
men's gymnastic team to a dual meet
victory over 18th-ranked Houston
Baptist at University Arena Friday.
Arnot set a personal record in the
all-around with a score of 58.3 and
won five of six events.
The New Mexico women's team
was also victorious in the meet as
they beat 18th-ranked Oklahoma
State 178.85-174.85. The Lobo
score is a schonl record.
The lady Lobos won all events
except for the beam competition in
which OSU won 44.15-42.9.
Antoinette Gonzales set a UNM record with a 9.55 in the vault lifting
New Mexico to a 44.6 victory in that
event.
The vault event was the only
event which Arnot failed to win. In
that event, Arnot finished third behind Blake Hughes of New Mexico
and John Sweeney of Houston Baptist.
"A score like this in a few months
should be able to get me into the top
seven," said Arnot referring to the
Olympic trials in which the top
seven finishers will earn places on
the Olympic team.
Arnot said the addition of several
new tricks added difficulty to his
routines and allowed him to best his
previous personal high in the all·

New Mexico baseball Coach
Vince Cappelli is optimistic about
the upcoming season.
Cappelli said the team is two deep
at every position for the first time
since he has been at the University.
"We haven lot of people pushing
each other in practice," said Cappelli. "The players know we have a
deep team and hopefully with that in
mind they will put out."
Cappelli is looking to have a five
man starting pitcher rotation by the
time Western Athletic Conference
play opens, and he said the five most
consistent pitchers in pre-WAC play
will be used in the starting rotation
when WAC play opens.
Last year New Mexico's baseball
team was hurt by injuries to its pitching staff and Cappelli says pitching
will once again be the key to a successful season.
The roster is not set at any position
so far and Cappelli says he hopes to
look at a lot of players before the

WAC season opens.
Cappelli said New Mexico had an
excellent recruiting year and expects
freshmen Chris Cerny, Chris
Romero and junior college transfer
Bret Davis to boost the pitching
corps.
New Mexico competes in the
southern division of the WAC with
UTEP, San Diego State and Hawaii.

LITTLETON, Colo. (UPI) Forward Maurice McDonald, who
was instrumental in helping the Air
Force Academy Falcons win backto-hack league games, was named
the Western Athletic Conference
basketball player of the week
Monday.
McDonald scored 13 points and
had seven rebounds in the Falcons'
55-43 win over San Diego State, and
collected 16 points and five re-
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Classes
Startil'lg
El'lroll Now

Six teams including New Mexico
competed in the tournament
Saturday.
New Mexico took eight of I 0
weight classes from Central Oklahoma State in the dual meet Friday.
After Saturday's tournament New
Mexico's wrestling coach Bill Dotson said, "We're tired, we've been

Other winners in the men's division were Danny Pacheco,
165-lb. class; Eric Furman, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 181-lb. class;
Francis Gonzales, Sigma Chi,
198-lb. class; Jeff Racca, Sigma
Phi Epsilon, 220-lb. class and
Terry Dean, Sigma Phi Epsilon,
super heavyweight.
Meet director Tom Lopez said
students Rick Chavez, Mike
Duck, and Danny Pacheco
helped organize the meet.
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school record for most falls in a sea·
son by garnering four more pins this §
weekend, giving him 26 for the §
year.
~
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Ladies no cover
25¢ well, wine and beer 7 to 11
Men $2 cover 25¢ well wine and beer 7 to 9

Cappelli said all the teams in this
division will field excellent squads.
The Lobos swing into action this
Friday when they travel to Phoenix
to face Arizona State, the nation's
number one team.
New Mexico will open home play
Feb. 22 against New Mexico High·
lands at Lobo Field at noon.

bounds in their 57-54 victory over
Hawaii.
Other nominees for the award
were Brigham Young forward Devin Durrant, Colorado State forward
Rich Strong, New Mexico forward
Mike Winters, San Diego State University forward Michael Cage,
Tcxas-El Paso forward Fred
Reynolds, Utah guard Manuel Hendrex and Wyoming center Tony
Martin.

MEDICAL
SCHOOL
IS TOO
EXPENSI·VE!
Don't believe it. The Navy offers scholarships to outstanding students. Scholarships include full tuition to
any approved medical or osteopathic school, as well as
books, fees, equipment rental and a MONTHLY
STIPEND of over $579.00.
Applications accepted now for students planning to enter medical/osteopathic school in August 1984. DO
YOU QUALIFY?

For more information,
contact: 766-3895.

BONNEVIlLE POWER ADMINIS'IRATION,

Pizza,_
CLASSES FORMING NOW AT

New Mexico's wrestling team
won five of 10 weight classes in
Saturday's Lobo Invitational wrestling tournament and defeated Central Oklahoma State University 37·ll
in a dual meet Friday.

Pogan, Lambd;l Chi Alpha. 148lb. class.
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Grapplers Beat
Oklahoma Club

McDonald Garners WAC Award

Savory sauce with the choicest gunk
and smothered with a mountain
of mozzarella. You ain't had one yet?
What's holdin' ya? The 1®rs

If the academic wars are getting you down, declare ~cease-fire. 'fake ~ ~reak
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. It's JUSt one of SIX delicrously

The !984 UNM Leisure Services Powerlifting meet was held
Saturday at Johnson Gym.
In the women's division the
winners were Jennifer Beckley,
Pi Beta Phi, 114-lb. class; Eva
Visintainer, Pi Beta Phi, 123-lb.
class; Lori Quinn, Pi Beta Phi,
132-lb. class; Cara Moore, Chi
Omega, 148-lb. class; Tracy
Barnes Outlaws, 165-lb. class.
In the men's division the win·
ners were Johnny Jaramillo,
Lambda Chi Alpha, 114-lb.
class; Gerald Cionelo, Lambda
Chi Alpha, 123-lb da~~: Danny

Lobo Team to Rely on Depth, Pitching ·<Q><Q>~~~~~~!~~t(

We're putting up our pizza against
anything this town's ever tasted.

N0.1 IN TEST
PREPARATION

Lifting Winners Noted

Angeles for the UCLA Invitational.
UCLA and Nebraska, ranked Number I and 2 respectively. will participate in the meet.
The women's team will be at San
Diego State.
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We put a lot of "energy'' into developing human resources, too.
BPA is one of the nation's largest power marketing agencies and is part of the
U.S. Department of Energy. If you are pursuing a degree in electrical engineering,
we invite you to explore the future you can have with us. We also are interested
in talking with you about our Cooperative Education Progam.
Openings are available in a wide variety of areas. Our expanding energy
program, for example, offers the opportunity to contribute to such emerging
areas as conservation of energy, solar energy application, and alternate
energy sources.
We will be at the University of New Mexico within the next few days.
Please contact your placement office in order to schedule an appointment.
Bonneville Power Administration
U.S. Department of Energy
P.O. Box 3621
Portland, Oregon 97208
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
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New Mt·xH•t IJatly l.oho. IThman /, I 11K-t
I !If. WIJHJ) Mil 1.. ''I' yeah nl r.~pcnrnL< I·.ngh;h
MA. hlllmgavaliable. Near ..:ampu; 2~6 0911\ 2tH
woitll-I;R(ift;'i'lJN<i. -tJV.~ye~r~--;,~p-er•e~~:
lhp.ILestquahty, term p~per~. di~>crtation,, rr;ume'
"rdlmg, edtling. R22-!Jl42
217
'JYI'INC;, WOI\U PROct~'lSlNCi. H2f.4126
2129
M-AnC's GUITAII n:NTf:R Quality k;w;,~:-salei':
rental' and repairs. 141 Hunan! SL 265-3315
tln

Lobo Classifieds
Just 17¢ per word per
Issue! Check It out today at
131 Marron Hall.
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2-1 ilriimn~-~~~o.

SOf"l CONT AC'f U:NSf~~ are now very rea~onable

for everything! Call -- Make appomtment. Doctor
<linic, aero'' from l.aflelles, 5019 Menaul NE-..
tfn
C'ONTAC'TS·POLISIJING, - SOI.U'JIONS Casey
Opt•cal <ornpdny on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCUJIATt; INt'ORMA'flON ABOUT contra<eplion, sterilimlion, abortion. Hight To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
PRt:CJNANC:\' TK'iTJN(; & coumeling. Phone 247·
98!9.
tfn

Cardiograms

1-)·e

8884778.

ucw~: our friend~hip wnunue~. lluppy
llny.
llullwmkle.
219
~tliWRISt:-Vc)uR VAU:NTINt: ~[ti the beuer
ulternnuvc- curnaltons. $12/doten, free delivery. 884~440
kuvc me~sage.
2/IJ
iii>wlioYilu love lumther? ·ountthe
with~
"< ·ardiogram" in the Daily Lobo, feb. fi.l4. J'er·
~unnlJUcllllges: 10 ccnt1 per word per dny. Bu1ine11
rntllnge\: regular rates upply. Deadline i1 J p.m. the
d'2',_~~~JtCII11~r~on.l~l MurronHuU.
2/JJ

RCK'KY: I

Vulenune·~

c

ways

Hous~in~g

Las N oticias
SUBMIT NOW! C'ONCIWTIONS Southwest taking
literature 1Ubmis~im11 until Jieb. J" m 136 Mnrron
llull l•or mure mfo, stop by or,aii277·S6'~2114
liAPl'Ylillt'liiUAY, ('HARU~'i Dickens! From
lliWie, l>obie, Mr. Micnwbcr, Oliver. Pickwick and
UNM llonkstorc.
217
C:sw o\RT S'I'M'F meeting Wed , Feb. 8, nt 6:00 in
Rnmn B-02 In the Art Annex. All art stuff members
must nucnd!.
2/8
l';nmr;s MANAca:Mt:NT u:eniRE given by Dr.
muuma Singh Khaisa, !•cb. 7, Ortega llnll Room
I ~1, 7-9 p.m. Sponsored by AGORA: the UNM
<"mi~('cntcr. 277·3013.
217
NEW! "I~ARTU ('IIANGt:S Survival l111ndbook"
t•y l'ugc Bryant. Available fmm your local
hoo~srllcr~.

2/7

j.-(iR'fiiJiYAWARt:NESS PROGRAM. Lenrn to
nhscr~e and mtcrpret your signs of fertility. Use for
hndy uwnrencl~, birth control or conceiving. Cer·

lif1rd instructor. 241·9037.
2110
I,AST UATt: TO return spring text~ is February 11 nt
!INM Uookstore.
2/10
liNM nt:NTAI. I'ROGRAMS: Teeth cleilned on
(ampus; student nnd faculty rntes. 277-4106.
219
ARnSJ'S ~ ('ON<'.IWTIONS sou·rnwEST is
nuw ac,eptinK art ~ubmissloru. Uring work to Room
II 02mthcArtAnncx, Monday-Friday 12·4 p.m. and
Wrdnc~day~until7 JUn. DcudlineisFcb.l7;
2/10
(1.\'01 MEETINC;t t:vt;N'f? Advertise In Las
N(IIJ~Ja\ Only 10 ccptB per word per issue for UNM
~CJl~'!!!rnoc!l_.!!,end organizations.
tfn

Personals
TIM, un: IS hard, then you die. It's really not that
b;~d, you koow. Yourccx?) lab partner.
2/8
DANKIE; 'JUANKS f'OR your support. You are
hn·cd dearly. llunkie.
217
IIOWilY HJLMF;R, I'M always where I can be
Don't forget.! oveyou, Bell.
217
found
FMil.t: COI'.tf: liOMt;t Comment nllcz·vous?.
217
217
SAS: \vito lJARFii wins.
SJOO Rt:WARD FOR information on hit and run.
Red 11!8] Datsun Ninan. D l'arklng, Redondo Dr.
south or Johnson Field, friday, 214/84. 821·6446,
2/14
St:ND \'OUR MF..SSAGE to that special someone or
fntn~• nnd family. Mal:e 'ontnet with a message In
the drusificdstoday. Deadline: I p.m. the day before
imcrllon. 111 Marron Hall.
tfn

Food/Fun
l'ARl'\"7 C'ONC'ERT1 FOOII1 The Daily lobo hM a
{'la•c for your dnssificds about Restaurants, Parties,
l·ootl Sales and Store!, Concerts, etc. Give the details
totlaym"l·ood.i'l'un ".
tfn

Services
IIOR!iEIJACK RIDING U:SSONS. E~perlenced
mmuctor Jive1 lessons in Western, English, Jumring, etc. to all age!, beginners to advanced. Call
Jcanctte822·8473.
2113
f.XPE:RtENC'ED TUTOR, MATII 100 through 150,
<"hem HI through 12i. Call 344-6489.
218
QtriC'K, ACCURATE T\'PING: Research papers,
theses, disscrtltion!, charts, graph! in my home. The
Other OffH:e 884-6564.
3i2
JUt WORll l'RO<'ESSING, typing. Friendly and
con!l:icntio~a. Guaranteed spelling. 883·9221.
217
A·l 'n'l'IST. TERM papers, thesis, dissertations,
mume1. 299-8970.
2129
'n'l'JSG, WORll PROCF.SSING. Term papen,
theses,dis.~rtations. Millie298-4313.
2/13
ACADEMIC 111PING - WILL edit. Accurate,
tcasOi1Able rates. 265·1093 after 5 p.m.
2127
rrTORINC; • MATIIEMATICS.
STATISTICS,
t-rench· Masters degrted tcachet·tiltor. Reasonable.
266-4247 e\1:ning5.
2/13
TYPING: t:X<'ELLENT SPELLING and grammar.
fast, aa:umte, confidtntiat. Days26S·.SI76, eves255·
mo.
2113
Sl'NSIIINE llA VC ARE OPE!\1 se-·cn days 6:30a.m.
to 12 m•dnight. Accepting children age1 six weeks to
12 years. Near TVIIUNM, 2129 Coal Ave SE. Dropins wekome. Ceii842·6S48.
218
PROFESSIONAL T\'PING, r.tA.RV days 881·1724,
2129
e•·cning265·1088.
TAXPREPARATIONS266-01163.
2117
PIANO LESSONS- ALL ages, levels. Call Laura
KtamerUS-1352.
2/10

______________

ROOMMATE, M/F, NEEUFJl, Two-bdrm apt three
block, soUth Central on Girard. SISO month. Utilities
induded. Call Gary 256·3651 or 255·1628. Keep
trying.
2/13
t'EMALf; ltOOMMATF: WANTED to share two·
bedroom home near IJNM. Fireplace, washer, dryer
and microwave. Available March I. Call Oall after
6:30p.m. 266-4628.
2/13
f'EMAI.t; JIOOMMAn: NEEIJED to share four·
bedroom house I V. miles from UNM with three other
women. Call 268·4892 after 6 p.m.
219
ONtJ.Bt:UROOM APARTMENT two blocks from
tJNM N.Clolf Course. Yard, utilities paid. Non·
2/8
smoker. $21l0/month. 256-0316.
HOUSEMAn: WANTEil TO share three-bedroom
house in SE height~ {three miles from campus),
$142/month plus V. utilities. Call Dan or Pete 2567864 evenings.
2/13
IIOUSE WA.NTEU: f'O\IR UNM track athletes need
to rent hQme In $400-$500 range. Move in March J,
Call883·8619.
217
LIKt; KIDS7 FAMILY needs warm, loving woman to
help with care of three young children six
evenings/week 5·9 p.m. in exchange for own room in
spacious home, meals and $200/month salary. Must
have own ear. 345-9549.
217
WANn:n: FEMALE NONSMOKER to share house
on campus. Furnished room, utilities, laundry,
$210/month. 242·6678.
219
WANTED: GAY I'ERSON to share rent and utilities
in large house in Uernallllo. Must have transportation, references and deposit. 867-2894 after 5
p.m.
2113
t'EMAU: GRAU STUDENT wanted to share NE
heights home. 881·6421.
217
WANTED: A FEMALE roommate to share home In
NE. 883-8931.
2/8
Tilt: CITAUt:L: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dbhwruher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV roQm and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494, tfn
t'OR RENT: EFf'ICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., 5230/mo., for one person, 5250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, SI7S ~urity deposit. Fully
furnlshed·security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

Employment
FIGU'J JU;A(iANOMIC.'i: ACORN, a progresme
ulizen urganuauon, ~~ huing outreach nnd fun·

drai'ing \taff. Part-: full-time. (iet political. t·all2472/l~

'J792

.,UMMER STAH: COliNSU.ORS, cooks, nurses,
nding instmctors, wranglers. Western Colorado
camp near spe~tacular Vail. Emphasizes camping,
nding, river program. Two ye~rs college and sincere
mterest in working with children required. Include
self-addressed, stamped (37 cents) envelope with
mquiry to Anderson Camps, Gypsum, CO 81637.
217
J.IV.J.IN ATTENUANT NEEUED for handic~pped
student. Duties ln mumlng and &t nh0ht. Days free.
Cali277·3S06 for more information.
217
PAitT·TIME PERSON for Information booth in
Coronado Center. Twenty hours a week Frl., Sat.,
Sun. Come to Information booth for applicMion.
217
WANTEU: KITCIIEN IJELP for food service 11nd
some miscellaneous chores. Food provided. Call247·
3240, 9 a.m to 5 p.m.
217
CRUJSESIIIPS ARE HIRINGI $16-$30,0001
Carribean, Hawaii, world. Call for guide, directory,
newsletter. 1-(916) 944·4440 ext. unewmexicocruise.
3/21
t:XPERIENCED WAITRF.SS ANIJ hostess posit:ons
available. Apply In person at Rio Grande Cantina,
1100 Rio Grande NW, between2·5.
218
PART-TIME JOil afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Sawrday nights. Apply In person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at 5516 Menaul NE.
2124
AIRLINES HIRING! STEWARJ)ESSES, reser•
vutlonistsl $14·$39,000. Worldwide! Call for
directory, guide, newsletter, l-(916) 944-4440 ext.
unewmexicoair.
3/21

Cl.AIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. dally.
tfn

MisceUaneous

2111
CLASSIFIEDS WORK! SELL your bicyde, stamp
collection ot what-have-you In the New Mexico Dally
Lobo ct..ssl!ied advertisements.
trn

2318 Central SE
255·8275
C inese Cu lure Cenf)ter

Tai Chi,
KungFu

.

•

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books
3015 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M.

Nen To Lobo TMaler

Makers of Handmade
lnd1an Jewelry
OLD TOWN
and hsteli to

Stl$$1'

JONES

•

For Students and Adults

:

:

265-6500

•

•
•

1400 Carlisle, NE

open Sat

•

:
•

Radosevich Multf·Line
Insurance Agency

:
•

•

•

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••

FRIICAV, FEB. 10
IN THE

SUB BALLROOM!
't&t:c=>'

Tickets will b~ sold
Tuesday and Thursday
front 11:00-2:00 in the SUB!

~
iC

~
~

FREE DELIVERY

t

~4~-~1 nn

itC

$1· • 25
Off

Large or Medium
Pizza

-+c
iC

limited delivery area

Expires 2~13-84
With this Coupon

one coupon per ptuo worth rhe Lobo
every doy for our coupon spec.als

We honor
competitor's coupons

Genuine Gl Cammando Sweater
100% wool or acrylic
Tan, black or 00
From $21.75
..t ~t1FIIJIN~rr.
P
··~\T

•.,

ARMY NAVY GOODS
504 VALE SE

285-7777

-+c

itC
itC

t
t

-+c

~

itC

~
~

iC

~
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Wlraeon
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:
Low Auto Rates :

~

Sun-Th 11:30am·12am
Frl & Sat 11:30am·lam

57 Refrigerate
ACROSS
58 Glass lusters
1 Sponge
60 Report
6 Coalition
63 To that site
10 Vamoose
14 Cross as- 65 " ... lovely as

C::overed

d.mn~

~***********************************~

-+c. PIZZA EXPRESS
itC
1710 Central SE

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

CaU 268·7023

Come to

,..._

Special student rate
of 10¢ per word per
issue. Regular rates
apply to businesses.
Message must be about Valentine's Day.
Qeadline is 1 p.m. the
~
lliilllllmday before insertion.
131 Marron Hall, 2775656.

~

EARN 40"1o PROFIT. Organizations, fraternities,
sororities. C&S Marketing, fund-raising company,
296-3812.
2/15
ARTISTS- SEE YOUR wor~ in print. Submit now
for the Spring '84 Issue of Conception$ Southwest
and the ASA show. Some reproductions In the
magazine will be in color! Submit until Feb. 17, 8.02
ArtAnnex.
2/10
NEEil DONATED FOR community work, 63·70
VW Bus or Bug w/good transade. Bruce247·9792.
2/8
WINTER CLEARANCE SALE. Selected books,
records and all calendars V2 price Feb. 4-12. Full
Circle Books, 220S Silver SE. 10.6 M·F, IO.S Sat, I·S
Sun.
2110

•••••••••••••••••••••••
___
----------

Tell that someone special how much you love him
or her. The annual Daily Lobo classified section
for Valentine's Day messages will run Monday,
Feb. 6 through Tuesday, Feb. 14 (seven issues}.

MA7.ATLAN SPRING BREAK! Not completely
Sl>id out. Video show Thursday! Davld821·7S22.
2113
IIAVE CAR, NEED driver. One way - Gallup to
Portland, Oregon. Call898-4314.
2110
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Dally Lobo.
tfn

Lost&Found

---------------

•••••••••••••••••••••••

Cardiograms!

Travel

For Sale
BICYCU:: TEAMFUJilJ", $300/offer, 243-4250.
2113
19111 IIONDA PASSPORT. Good condition, under
3000 miles. 5450. 281-5636 or 281·1940.
2113
'73 VW BUS. 6000 on rebuilt, 40-watt stereo, folding
seat/bed, cabinets, alarm. Perfect traveling machine
$1900. 247·9792 Brett.
2/8
\'AMAliA GUITAR, SIX·strlng acoustle with hard
case. Handcraft model$500. 277·3189,
217
li•INCJI FRENCII IO.speed bicycle. Reynolds
tubing, leather seat. Asking$175. Call266-0744.
2/10
nOUBI.E BEll FOR saleSSO. 247·3180, keep trying.
217
'80 A.MC SPIRIT, Auto, AC, PS, PB, till,
AM/fM/cast. Exc(llent commuter car. 53400 o.b.o,
Call 842--6811 aft(r 5:00.
2/IO
'76 CIIEVY LUV work truck, '15 Luv town truck,
Uoth run good, best offers around $1700. Nick 2668822 moms, eves.
2110
1978 FIAT SP\'DER convertible. 46,000 miles, four
new tires, new front end, rebuilt trarumission, $3800.
After6 p.m. 268·8014.
2110
FOR SALE: MINOLTA talker, brand new, 3Smm,
S6S. Call268-4017 eves,
2/7
VW BAJA BUG, 1400cc. Excellent condition, $1600.
256--3117.
217
NEW SPALDJNG SQUADRACOURSE skis,
20<km, undrilled, new look bindinss $240. Days 265•
6949, nillhts344-41Sl. Ben.
2/8
REFRIGERATOR, DORM/APARTMENT size,
walnut. Very nice, SI2S. Olenn 888-2431.
217
GREAT SIIAPE, VW Rabbit diesel1980, AM/FM.
$3650. 268-6809.
2/IS
li\INDREDS OF CLASSICAL records, excellent
condition, $2-4 each; Oriental art: books: prints:
paintings; russ: folk art: costume jewelry. 265-6264.
Message: 256--B-53.
217
PlANO: RIIObES 1973 electric. 344-·U$8.
2/8
19651-'0RD FAIRLANE$300. 873·2368 or242·7613.

JiHEf: COU.Jt: MAU:, three years {lid- Two collie
sheperds, l't, years old. Cal126(;.0211 or 266-4851.
218
CANNOT Af'JiORU INSURANCE? Are current
payment~ (premiums) too high? There are many
dhcounts available to UNM personnel and students.
Inquire about affordable and reputable ,ar,
homeowners and life insurance, No pressure or pushy
sales pit~!J. Ask for John at 292·0511 (days and
evenings).
2/10
CLASSJFIEDS GET RESULTS! Place your ad
tfn
today. 131 Marron Hall.

15 Range
66 Canter
16 Pentateuch 67 Desiccate
17 - Dame
68 Inane ones
18 Small auto
69 Recently
20 Rail bird
70 Sharpness
21 Score
71 Serpent
22 Tit for DOWN
23 Once more
1 Fires
25 Top
2 Battle cry
27 Rose
3 Took away
30 Cont'd. story 4 Gas station
31 Permit
5 Before
32 " - -·,Day 6 Brunet
Out"
optics:
34 Footwear
2words
38 Existed
7 Single
40 Pry
8 Casts
42 Toss
9 Girdle
43 Llama's
10 As written:
home
Mus.
45 French duchy 11 Terra 47 Shoshonean 12 Regions
48 High peak
13 Pastries
50 Drug of old
19 Circuits
52 Went quietly 21 Of ebbs and
56 Alter
flows

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

24 Plus
26 Tchr.
27 Spanish duke
28 Noticed
29 Parlor piece
33 Raven's word
35 Disorderly
36 Relatives
37 German
admiral
39 Skillful
41 Ship's gear
44 Incline

46 "OK"
49 Study
51 Made clear
52 Epithet
53 Gods'
"blood"
54 Chick sounds
55 Supped
59 Doe's mate
61- majesty
62 Smirk
64 On Soc. Sec.
65 Moslem chief

